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Instructions and care

INSTALLATION IN VEHICLE:

KEY

1. Buckle the seat belt where the booster seat will be installed.
Loop strap over headrest. Use the Strap Adjuster
(B) to select a suitable height for your Booster Seat.

A Headrest Strap
B Headrest Strap Adjuster
C Seat Back Strap
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2. Wrap Back Strap (C) around the back of the seat
and clip buckles together. Pull strap to tighten. (FIG. 2)
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D Harness Tether
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3. Follow the instructions below (FIG. 3) to secure Tether (D).
Once Fido is attached you are ready to roll.
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USING THE TETHER WITH YOUR VEHICLE’S SEAT BELT
1. Remove Carabiner (C) and loop tether around the Seatbelt
(A) and pull back through tether handle.
2. Pull tether through Slide (B) located in the back of the
Booster Seat.
3. Re-attach Carabiner (C) to strap and attach to harness leash
hook.
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Check with car
manufacturer
for air bag
guidelines.
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WARNING: After clipping the tether strap to a dog harness, adjust the length of the
strap to keep dog from jumping out. Always use a harness with the booster seat,
collars are not suitable for automotive restraint. In the event of an accident the seatbelt, tether and safety harness will incur the impact while the booster seat frame is
meant to break away. Should an accident occur the booster seat should be replaced.

Cleaning Instructions
Our product cleaning instructions will help ensure that your gear has a long, exciting life. In general, washing by hand and hang air-drying is the
best way to care for your Kurgo products. However, for the occasions when the mess is too great and time is too tight, we recommend using
a washing machine.
Hand Wash Instructions

Machine Wash Instructions

Note: Recommended for small messes.

1. Brush off loose dirt with a dry brush.

Note: Only machine wash gentle in front-loading units (DO NOT use machine with
an agitator as it could cause damage not covered under the Kurgo Warranty)

2. Spot clean with a damp sponge, cold water, and mild soap.
Avoid harsh detergents.

1. Secure all buckles and hardware.
2. Wash with cold water and mild soap. Avoid harsh detergents.

3. If necessary, rinse larger area to eliminate excess soap residue.

3. Rinse thoroughly to eliminate soap residue.

4. Hang to air dry (do not machine dry).

4. Hang to air dry (do not machine dry).

NOTICE: Please contact Kurgo directly with any product or warranty inquiries.
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